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Abstract: As two environmental pollutants of great concern, polystyrene microplastics (PS-MPs) and
nonylphenol (NP) often coexist in the environment and cause combined pollution. Batch adsorption
experiments were carried out by varying parameters such as pH, the particle sizes of the PS-MPs, the
initial concentration of NP, and metal ion content. The results showed that the particle size of the
PS-MPs in the range tested (0.1, 1, 10, 50, and 100 µm) had a significant effect on their NP adsorption
capacity. The NP adsorption process of the PS-MPs was best described by the pseudo-second-order
kinetic model and the Langmuir isotherm model, while the intraparticle diffusion and Bangham
models were also involved in determining the NP adsorption process of 0.1 µm PS-MPs. Both PS-MPs
and NP significantly affected cell proliferation, which had been confirmed by reduced cell viability, a
blocked cell cycle G1 phase, and elevated apoptosis by affecting the basic cell functions. Furthermore,
the negative effects of 0.1 µm PS-MPs on cell proliferation and function were aggravated after the
adsorption of NP. Further research on the potential health risks of PS-MPs combined with NP or
other environmental contaminants is needed.

Keywords: microplastics; nonylphenol; adsorption; desorption; cytotoxicity

1. Introduction

The accumulation and fragmentation of plastic waste have always been the focus of
environmental concerns. It is noted that trends in the accumulation rate of mega- and
macro-plastic no longer uniformly increase, while the average size of plastic particles seems
to decrease on a global scale. Microplastics, which are plastic fragments with diameters
smaller than 5 mm, circulate in the system of the air/soil/ocean/living organisms and
have been detected in aquatic organisms such as freshwater shrimp, seaweed laver, and
edible fish [1–3]. The transmission and accumulation of microplastics in food chains make
voluntary or involuntary ingestion almost inevitable. The detection rate of microplastics
in human stool samples from Europe and Asia was 100%, and nine types of plastics were
detected [4]. The potential health risk of environmentally released microplastics has become
a topic of great concern.

Microplastics with particle sizes smaller than 150 µm are proven to pass through
the intestinal mucosal barrier, accumulate in the intestine and other tissues, destroy the
immune system, and cause inflammation and oxidative stress [5]. The accumulation of
microplastics in the gills, liver, and gut of zebrafish was observed after seven days of
exposure to 20 mg/L microplastics of 5 µm [6]. More specifically, some microplastics with
smaller particle sizes passed through the blood-brain barrier, causing brain damage and
behavioral disorder [7]. In addition, due to their high specific surface area and hydrophobic
surface, microplastics can adsorb hydrophilic chemicals and act as significant vectors for
pollutants [8]. After being exposed to 100 µg/L microplastics and organophosphorus flame
retardants for up to 90 days, aggravated toxicity of organophosphorus flame retardants in
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mice were found [9]. Microplastics have been reported to change exposure routes, increase
the accumulation and share the common toxic mechanisms of di-(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate
(DEHP) in mice [10].

Nonylphenol (NP), a widely researched phenolic endocrine disruptor, originates
principally from the degradation of nonylphenol ethoxylates and is mainly used in the
production of surfactants, lubricating oil additives, and pesticide emulsifiers [11]. Many
studies have proven that NP is harmful to the immune system, the nervous system, and the
reproductive system [12,13]. Mice exposed to NP had reduced oocyte quality, where the
cytoskeletal dynamics and mitochondrial function were affected, which further induced
oxidative stress and apoptosis in mouse oocytes [14]. NP in the intestinal tract after oral
administration destroyed the intestinal barrier. Studies have shown that NP changed the
permeability of Caco-2 monolayer cells by inhibiting the expression of tight junction protein
and increasing intestinal permeability [15].

As two environmental pollutants of great concern, microplastics and NP coexist in the
ocean, sludge, and sediments [16,17]. However, studies into the adsorption, desorption, and
combined effects of microplastics and NP are still rare. This article aimed to systematically
investigate the adsorption and desorption process of NP from polystyrene microplastics
(PS-MPs) with different particle sizes. The mechanism of adsorption was investigated
using kinetics and the isotherm model. The desorption experiments of NP from PS-MPs
under water or simulated warm-blooded body gastrointestinal environments were also
studied and provided support for the analysis of the single and combined toxicity of NP
and PS-MPs on human intestinal epithelial Caco-2 cells. These results can provide new
insights into the potential health risks of PS-MPs combined with NP or other environmental
contaminants in humans.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials and Chemicals

NP (analysis standard, CAS: 104-40-5, Aladdin Bio-Chem Technology, Shanghai,
China) was dissolved in acetonitrile to prepare a stock solution and stored at 4 ◦C. PS-MPs
with diameters of 0.1, 1, 10, 50, and 100 µm were bought from Dongguan Zhangmutou
Company (Dongguan, China). After the removal of surfactants using ethanol and water
alternately, PS-MPs were dried using vacuum freeze-drying and subjected to the adsorp-
tion testing. High glucose Dulbecco’s modified Eagles medium (DMEM), nonessential
amino acid, 0.25% Trypsin-EDTA solution (without phenol red), and L-glutamine were
all purchased from Solarbio Science & Technology Co., Ltd. (Beijing, China), while fetal
bovine serum (FBS) was brought from Biological Industries (Karmiel, Israel). Cell count-
ing Kit-8 assay kit (CCK-8) was purchased from Dojindo Chemical Technology Co., Ltd.
(Shanghai, China).

2.2. Characterization of PS-MPs and Detection of NP

The surface morphology of the PS-MPs was investigated by cold field emission scan-
ning electron microscope (SU8100, Hitachi, Japan); The surface area of the PS-MPs was
evaluated by N2 adsorption-desorption using Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (JW-BK132F, JWGB
Sci & Tech Ltd., Beijing, China). The surface functional groups of the PS-MPs were mea-
sured usin Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR, Nicolet iS50, Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) in the wavenumber range of 4000–400 cm−1 with KBr pellet.

Ultra-high performance liquid chromatography-fluorescence detector (excitation wave-
length = 230 nm, emission wavelength = 310 nm) (Agilent technologies company, Santa
Clara, CA, USA) was applied to the determination of NP [18,19], 10 µL of sample was
loaded in Eclipse XDB-C18 column (5 µm, 4.6 × 150 mm, Agilent technologies company,
Santa Clara, CA, USA), with 0.4 mL/min flow rate of acetonitrile: water (90:10) as mobile
phase (isocratic elution). An external standard method was used for the construction of the
peak area-concentration standard curve, and then the concentration of NP was calculated.
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2.3. Adsorption and Desorption Experiments

An amount of 2 mg of PS-MPs with different particle sizes was mixed with 100 mL NP
solution (4 mg/L and pH = 7). All samples were oscillated in a shaker at a temperature of
25 ◦C and at a constant speed of 150 r/min. Three samples were taken as parallel samples at
each time point (0, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 6, 9, 12, 18, 24, 36, 48, 72 and 96 h). After centrifugation
and filtration with a 0.22 µm PTFE filter membrane, the concentration of the residual NP
in the filtrate was measured. The NP adsorption capacity of PS-MPs (qe) at equilibrium
(t = 96 h) or a selected time (qt) were calculated, respectively, by Equations (1) and (2):

qe =
C0 −Ce

m
×V (1)

qt =
C0 −Ct

m
×V (2)

where C0, Ce, and Ct are the solution concentration of NP at initial, equilibrium (t = 96 h),
and selected times t (h), respectively; V (mL) is the volume of solution and m (g) represents
the weight of the PS-MPs.

The desorption behavior of NP on the PS-MPs in a water environment and the warm-
blood body gastrointestinal environment were investigated. The simulated gastrointestinal
fluid was an acid solution (pH = 2.8) with 15.5 mmol/L sodium taurocholate and 4 g/L of
pepsin. The mixtures were then agitated in a constant temperature shaker at the intestinal
temperature of 35 ± 2 ◦C and a speed of 100 r/min [20]. A total of 50 mL of water (3.5%
sodium chloride in ultrapure water, pH 7.0) was used as the control for comparison with
the gastrointestinal fluids for the desorption experiments, which occurred at a constant
temperature of 25 ± 2 ◦C and speed of 150 r/min [21].

After 120 h of desorption. The amount of NP desorbed (qdt, mg/g) was calculated by
Equation (3):

qdt =
Cdt −Cd0

md
×Vd (3)

where qdt (mg/g) denoted the desorption capacity of the PS-MPs at the time t (h); Cd0 and
Cdt are the concentration of NP in the solution at an initial and selected time t (h); Vd (L)
was the volume of solution added, and md (g) was the total weight of the PS-MPs and
adsorbed NP used for the desorption experiment.

NP desorption percentage (Adt, %) can be calculated based on Equation (4):

Adt =
qdt
qt
× 100 (4)

2.4. The Factors That Influence the Adsorption Behavior of NP on PS-MPs

Separate sets of experiments were conducted to investigate the effects of pH, metal
ions, and the diameter of the PS-MPs on NP adsorption. The influence of pH was studied
by adjusting the reaction solutions to different pH values (3, 5, 7, 9, and 11.0, adjusted with
1 mol/L HCl solution and NaOH solution) and the effects of the metal ions on adsorption
were carried out in reaction solution containing 0.2 mol/L metal ions (Na+, Fe2+, Ca2+, and
K+ respectively) until the equilibrium of the NP solutions (4 mg/L) and the 0.1 µm PS-MPs
(20 µg/mL) was established. In addition to the normal influencing factors, the initial
concentration of NP and the particles sizes of the PS-MPs are non-negligible effects. The
influence of the initial concentration of NP was investigated by agitating the NP solution at
a series of gradients (1, 4, 10, 20, 30, and 40 mg/L) with 20 µg/mL 0.1 µm PS-MPs at 25 ◦C
for 96 h. The effect of the diameter of the PS-MPs on NP adsorption was carried out in NP
solutions (4 mg/L) with 20 µg/mL PS-MPs, with different particle sizes (0.1, 1, 10, 50, and
100 µm) at 25 ◦C until the adsorption reached equilibrium.
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2.5. Adsorption Kinetic and Isotherm Equations

The adsorption kinetics of NP in the solution via the PS-MPs with different particle
sizes were studied in terms of four kinetic models: pseudo-first-order, pseudo-second-order,
intra-particle diffusion, and Bangham model. Three adsorption isotherms models, includ-
ing Langmuir, Freundlich, and Dubinin-Radushkevich (D-R) model, were also constructed
and used to examine the adsorption mechanism and corresponding rate control step. The
models mentioned here can be found in Appendix A Table A1.

2.6. Cell Culture

The Caco-2 (Cat NO.: CL-0050) cell lines were provided by Procell Life Science &
Technology Co., Ltd. Wuhan, Hebei, China. They were cultured in DMEM high-sugar
medium containing 18% fetal bovine serum, 1% L-glutamine, and non-essential amino
acids and were grown under 5% CO2, 37 ◦C constant temperature culture conditions. When
the cells grew to cover 80–90% of the bottom of the flask, they were digested with trypsin
and passaged every three days.

Different particle sizes of PS-MPs (0.1, 1, 10, 50, and 100 µm) were dispersed in serum-
free DMEM medium at a concentration of 500 mg/L; an NP solution with a concentration of
40 µmol/L, and PS-MPs synergistic with NP (1 h adsorption reaction product of 500 mg/L
PS-MPs and 40 µmol/L NP) were added to the Caco-2 cells. Culture mediums without any
contaminants were set as control groups.

2.7. Cytotoxicity Assays
2.7.1. Cell Viability

Cell viability was quantitatively evaluated using the Cell Counting Kit-8 (CCK-8).
After 12 and 48 h of drug intervention, 10 µL of CCK-8 assay solution was added to each
well of the 96-well plate, followed by incubation for 1.5 h. The absorbance at 450 nm was
measured using a microplate reader (Varioskan Flash, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham,
MA, USA). Cell viability can be calculated according to the following formula:

Cell viability(%) =

(
Ae −Ap

)
(Ac −A0)

× 100% (5)

where Ae and Ac represented the absorbance of the experimental group and the control
group, A0 and Ap were the absorbances of the culture medium and solution of the PS-MPs
dispersed in the medium, respectively.

2.7.2. Cell Cycle

After treatment with drugs for 48 h, cells were harvested by centrifugation and
resuspended to a final concentration of 1 × 106 cells/mL, and then fixed with 70% cold
ethanol. Cells were incubated with a propidium iodide staining working solution in the
dark for 1 h. The red fluorescence of 10,000 events of propiodium iodide-stained cells was
countered using a Cytoflex-S flow cytometer (Beckman Coulter, Inc. in Brea, CA, USA).
The percentage of cells in the different phases of the cell cycle was calculated using Kaluza
Analysis Software (Beckman Coulter, Inc. in Brea, USA).

2.7.3. Apoptosis

After exposure to the PS-MPs and NP, 5 µL Annexin V-FITC dye solution and 10 µL
propidium iodide were added to the cell suspension for a 15 min incubation in the dark
at room temperature (20–25 ◦C). Afterward, the cells were measured in a Cytoflex-S flow
cytometer (Beckman Coulter, Inc. in Brea, USA).

2.7.4. Mitochondrial Membrane Potential (MMP)

A total of 1 mL of JC-1 staining working solution was directly mixed with the treated
cells for a 20 min of incubation at 37 ◦C. The supernatant was aspirated off and the cells
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were washed twice with JC-1 staining buffer (1×). The red and green fluorescence values of
the cells were measured using a fluorescence microscope (Leica DMi8, Leica Microsystems,
Wetzlar, Germany), and the ratio of green/red JC-1 fluorescent intensity was calculated.

2.7.5. Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS)

After 48 and 72 h of drug intervention in the cells, an appropriate amount of 10 µmol/L
DCFH-DA fluorescent probe dye was added and incubated for 20 min at 37 ◦C. Cells were
then collected and washed three times with PBS to sufficiently remove the DCFH-DA that
did not enter the cells. Subsequently, the average fluorescence intensity value detected by
the flow cytometer (Cytoflex S, Beckman Coulter, Inc. in Brea, USA) at a 488 nm excitation
wavelength and a 525 nm emission wavelength characterized the active oxygen levels.

2.8. Statistical Analysis

The fitting curve and fitting parameters of the adsorption kinetics and isotherm models
were performed using the Origin 2019 software. All experimental data were expressed
as a mean with standard deviations. One-way ANOVA and Tukey or Dunnett testing for
multiple comparisons were performed using GraphPad Prism 8.0. A p-value < 0.05 was
considered statistically significant.

3. Results
3.1. Characterization of PS-MPs

The PS-MPs used in this study were pure particles with particle sizes of 0.1, 1, 10, 50,
and 100 µm. Uniform particle size can be observed using a scanning electron microscope
(Figure 1A). As to the surface morphology observed, representative phenomena of different
particle sizes were found. The surface of the 1 µm PS-MPs was not smooth and flat but
was adhered to the unaggregated fragments with cracks. In the observation of the PS-MPs
with a diameter of 50 µm, a surface that was either relatively smooth or attached with loose
and porous foam-like substances was found. In addition, the shape of a particle of 100 µm
in size was closer to an ellipse, with particles attached to its rough surface. The specific
surface area and porosity tests proved that the PS-MPs had a porous structure, and the
PS-MPs with smaller particle sizes had a larger specific surface and average pore diameters
(Table 1).

The FT-IR spectrum of the PS-MPs is shown in Figure 1B as a representative example.
The infrared absorption peak at 3000 cm−1 and 750 cm−1 was attributed to the C-H
stretching vibration mode and the out-of-plane bending vibration mode on the benzene
ring in the polystyrene molecule; The 2850 cm−1 frequency belongs to the CH2 symmetric
stretching vibration mode in the polystyrene molecule, and 960 cm−1 is attributed to
the out-of-plane deformation vibration mode of the olefin in the polystyrene molecule;
the prominent peak at around 1455 cm−1 and 1730 cm−1 was attributed to the vibration
mode of the benzene ring in the polystyrene molecule. The composition and characteristic
diffraction peaks of the PS-MPs corresponded to previous reports [22].

Table 1. Surface area, total pore volume, and average pore diameter of PS-MPs.

Particle Size (µm) 0.1 1 10 50 100

Surface area (m2/g) 62.248 38.193 16.887 3.824 3.351
Total pore volume (cc/g) 0.336 0.476 0.043 0.007 0.004

Average pore diameter (nm) 19.970 9.818 10.013 7.082 5.096

3.2. Effect of Reaction Time on Adsorption and Desorption of NP on PS-MPs

In this study, Figure 2A,B are the individual plotted curves of the NP adsorption
capacity of PS-MPs changing with time. It can be seen that the NP sorption by PS-MPs
rose rapidly to the maximum and then gradually slowed until reaching the adsorption
equilibrium, which was followed by it then becoming unchanging. The results showed
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similar trends for the NP adsorption processes for different particle sizes of the PS-MPs.
Figure 2C showed that the NP desorption capacity curve of PS-MPs with a diameter of
0.1 µm under the gastrointestinal tract reached a maximum of about 0.12% within the
first 2 h and then remained stable, whereas the NP desorption capacity of the PS-MPs
under a water environment kept growing and was about nine times higher than that of the
warm-blooded biological gastrointestinal tract at 120 h.
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3.3. Intrinsic and Extrinsic Factors That Influence NP Adsorption to PS-MPs

There are many factors that affect the adsorption capacities of microplastics on a
certain organic pollutant, such as the type, the physical characteristics (mainly particle size,
specific surface area, and crystallinity) of the microplastics, the concentration of organic
pollutant, and environmental conditions (pH and metal ions) [23–25]. Figure 3 showed the
influence of four factors on the adsorption process. It was found that the adsorption of
NP onto the PS-MPs was strongly dependent on the initial concentration of NP. As seen in
Figure 3B, the adsorption capacity increased with the increasing initial concentration of
NP, and reached the maximum when the initial concentration of NP was 40 mg/L. We also
found that, under a certain concentration of NP, the increasing particle size of the PS-MPs
would result in a decrease in the adsorption capacity.

Solution conditions, such as pH value and metal ion concentration, also significantly
affected the adsorption capacity of the PS-MPs. Maximum NP adsorption occurred when
the pH was 3 for the PS-MPs. NP adsorption capacity decreased as solution pH increased.
Figure 3D shows the influence of various metal ions (0.2 M) on the adsorption of NP onto
the PS-MPs at a pH of 7. The results showed that NP adsorption was strongly dependent
on ions for the PS-MPs. An average increase of 6.5 mg/g for NP adsorption capacity for
the PS-MPs was observed in the presence of other metal ions, among which Na+ increased
the most.
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Figure 2. Effects of reaction time on the adsorption and desorption of NP in PS−MPs. (A) Adsorption
process of NP solutions (4 mg/L) with 20 µg/mL PS−MPs with different particle size (0.1, 1, 10,
50, and 100 µm). (B) Effect of different initial NP concentrations (4 and 20 mg/L) on time-sorption
capacity trends. (C) The desorption behavior of NP on the PS−MPs in the water environment (pH
7.0, 3.5% sodium chloride, 25 ± 2 ◦C and 150 r/min) and the warm-blood body gastrointestinal
environment (pH = 2.8, 15.5 mmol/L sodium taurocholate, 10 g/L of pepsin, 35± 2 ◦C and 100 r/min)
was investigated.

3.4. Adsorption Kinetics

The obtained data were analyzed with the pseudo-second-order, intra-particle diffu-
sion, and Bangham models. As shown in Table 2, the NP adsorption process of the PS-MPs
was best fitted with a pseudo-second order kinetic model with high correlation coefficient
(R2) values. The intra-particle diffusion kinetic model was more suitable for 0.1 µm PS-MPs
(R2 = 0.988) than for other particle sizes of the PS-MPs. The data from the intra-particle
diffusion rate constant k1p and the piece-wise fitting, C, of the 0.1 µm PS-MPs showed that
the NP easily diffused inside the PS-MPs, whereas intra-particle diffusion was not the only
rate-limiting step. Surprisingly, the Bangham kinetic model also gave good fittings for the
adsorption of NP by 0.1 µm PS-MPs, indicating that intraparticle diffusion is crucial for NP
adsorption by PS-MPs with small particle size. The kinetic model fitting curves mentioned
here can be found in Appendix A Figure A1.
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C1 191.949 192.81716 192.65587 192.38299 188.71922
C2 193.385 193.36525 194.11567 193.68406 191.49437
C3 193.944 194.37526 193.43371 194.81593 181.1686

R2 0.9875 0.4645 0.8277 0.9451 0.2302

Bangham model

k 6.35439 5.47685 5.40951 6.52911 7.89394
z 0.11868 0.02838 0.03225 0.12528 0.3395

R2 0.9519 0.2615 0.5853 0.7581 0.4534
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3.5. Adsorption Isotherm

Under a given system with a constant temperature and adsorption equilibrium, the
relationship between the concentration of the adsorbate and adsorbent can be described
by different equilibrium sorption isotherm models. The Langmuir, Freundlich, and D-R
isotherms are used frequently to describe the adsorption data. According to Table 3, the
adsorption of NP onto the PS-MPs was found to follow the Langmuir isotherm model since
the maximum adsorption capacity calculated by the Langmuir model is approximately
equal to the actual test results, suggesting that the PS-MPs had homogeneous surface sites,
and monolayer adsorption was occurring [26,27]. The value for the RL of the D-R isotherm
indicated the adsorption behavior of the PS-MPs was extremely favorable for NP. The
adsorption isotherm model-fitting curve mentioned here can be found in Appendix A
Figure A2.

Table 3. Langmuir and D-R parameters for NP sorption by PS-MPs with particle size of 0.1 µm.

Isotherm Model

Langmuir Model

qmax (mg·g−1) KL R2
RL

1 4 10 20 30 40 50

1665.6118 3.9657 0.9880 0.2014 0.0593 0.0246 0.0125 0.0083 0.0067 0.0050

D-R model

qmax (mg·g−1) KD-R (mol2·KJ−2) R2 E

19.5600 1.52938 × 108 0.8062 5.717 × 10−5

3.6. Cell Proliferation and Apoptosis
3.6.1. Cell Viability

Figure 4B shows that the toxicity of NP on Caco-2 cells seemed to be time- and
concentration-dependent. As shown in Figure 4A, 500 mg/L of PS-MPs with all particle
sizes tested except 0.1 µm had no significant cytotoxicity for 12 h, which suggested that
smaller particle sizes may cause more rapid damage. When treatment time was extended to
48 h, those PS-MPs with a bigger diameter (50 and 100 µm) decreased cell viability by about
12%, indicating a time dimension to their cytotoxicity. When the 0.1 µm PS-MPs intervened
in the Caco-2 cells synergistically with NP, the activity of the Caco-2 cells declined in a
time-dependent manner. There was no significant difference in cell viability between the
exposure to PS-MPs alone and PS-MP-adsorbed NP exposure (Figure 4C).

3.6.2. Cell Cycle

Problems with the cell cycle may also be a major reason for the interference in cell
proliferation. Figure 5A,B showed that, in comparison with the control group, the NP,
PS-MPs (with a diameter of 0.1, 10, 50, and 100 µm), or the 0.1 µm PS-MPs synergistic
with NP groups showed similar trends in early DNA synthesis: a significantly higher
proportion of cells in the G1 phase and a lower proportion of cells in the S and G2/M
phases. Compared with the 0.1 µm PS-MPs group, the 0.1 µm PS-MPs synergistic with the
NP group exhibited a higher proportion of cells in the G1 phase by about 6.5%.

3.6.3. Apoptosis

Our results showed that, compared with the control group, the NP, PS-MPs (with
diameters tested in this study), or 0.1 µm PS-MPs synergistic with NP induced significant
apoptosis in the Caco-2 cells, as shown in Figure 5C. The 48 h treatment of the larger PS-MPs
(with a diameter of 50 and 100 µm) resulted in a significant increase in the population of
both early and late apoptotic cells over the control group. The increase in the proportion
of cells undergoing apoptosis was significantly higher following exposure to 0.1 µm PS-
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MPs synergistic with NP treatment (17.7%) when compared to 0.1 µm PS-MP (10.5%) or
NP-alone (8.94%) treatment, which was mainly attributed to the greater proportion of
early apoptosis.
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Figure 4. Effects of PS-MPs, NP, and synergistics on the cell viability of Caco-2 cells. Cells were
incubated alone with different particle sizes of 500 mg/L PS-MPs (A) and different concentrations of
NP (B) for 12 and 48 h. The effect of 0.1 µm PS-MPs alone and in combination with NP on Caco-2 cell
viability at 12 h and 48 h (C). Cell viability was measured by CCK-8 assay. * indicates the significant
difference between the treatment group and the control group (* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.001, *** p < 0.0005).
# indicates the significant difference between the marked groups (# p < 0.05, ### p < 0.0005).

3.7. Cell Function
3.7.1. Mitochondrial Depolarization

The destruction of mitochondrial membrane potential is considered to be one of the
earliest events in the process of an apoptosis cascade. JC-1 fluorescent dye was used to
detect the depolarization of cell mitochondrial membrane potential. Fluorescence images
of the cells were recorded, and the relative levels of the intensities of green/red JC-1
fluorescence were quantified.

As shown in Figure 6 and Appendix A Figure A3, after 48 h of treatment, PS-MPs of
various sizes caused a different degree of depolarization of the mitochondrial membrane
potential. Further, in comparison to 0.1 µm PS-MPs alone or NP alone treatments, a
statistical significance for MMP change was observed in the PS-MPs with adsorbed NP
group, pointing to a synergistic effect once again.
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Figure 5. Effects of 48 h treatment of PS-MPs, NP and synergistics on the cell cycle and apoptosis of
the Caco-2 cells. (A) Shows the proportion of cells in the G1 phase via different exposures. (B) Showed
the sum of the cells in the S and G2 phases via different exposures. Early and late apoptotic Caco-2
cells were analyzed by flow cytometry after Annexin V and PI staining. A statistical graph of the
percentage of cells in each phase was calculated (C). * indicates the significant difference between
the treatment group and the control group (** p < 0.001, *** p < 0.0005). # indicates the significant
difference between the marked groups (# p < 0.05, ### p < 0.0005).

3.7.2. Reactive Oxygen Species Production

Reactive oxygen species (ROS) are a group of chemically reactive chemical substances
containing oxygen, which play important roles in cell signal transduction and homeostasis.
In this study, the ROS change caused by the PS-MPs was roughly in accord with a time-
dependent manner (Figure 7). In comparison with the control group, large PS-MP (with a
particle size of 50 and 100 µm) treatment for 48 and 72 h resulted in a significant increase in
ROS generation, which suggested that larger PS-MPs have a greater potential to break the
oxidation–antioxidant balance of cells. In addition, compared with the NP group, 0.1 µm
PS-MPs synergistic with NP treatment resulted in a significant increase in ROS generation,
evidencing that the joint effect of the PS-MPs occurred.
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Figure 6. The mitochondrial membrane potential depolarization of Caco-2 cells treated
with 40 µmol/L NP, 500 mg/L PS-MPs (with different particle sizes), and 0.1 µm PS-MPs that
absorbed NP at 48 h; the fluorescence values were calculated by Image J software (National Institute
of Mental Health, USA) and the ratio of red to green fluorescence reflected the degree of mitochondrial
membrane depolarization (2). * indicates the significant difference between the treatment group
and the control group (** p < 0.001, *** p < 0.0005). # indicates the significant difference between the
marked groups (### p < 0.0005).
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Figure 7. Effects of PS-MPs and NP on the generation of the intracellular ROS of Caco-2 cells at
48 (A) and 72 h (B), expressed as a ratio to the control group. * indicates the significant difference
between the treatment group and the control group (* p < 0.05, *** p < 0.0005). # indicates the
significant difference between the marked groups (## p < 0.001, ### p < 0.0005).

4. Discussion

Plastic polymers have been believed to be biochemically inert and not harmful to
ecosystem health for many years. However, there is a growing consensus that more
research is needed to explore the toxicological effects of MPs, especially when combined
with other contaminants. Previous studies have shown that combined exposure to MPs with
other contaminants may alter toxicokinetics [28]. Hence, this study aimed at systemically
examining the adsorption/desorption behavior of NP on PS-MPs with different particle
sizes and evaluating their cytotoxic effects on Caco-2 cells.

PS-MPs with different diameters caused various degrees of decline in intestinal cellar
proliferation. PS-MPs with smaller particle sizes caused a quick decrease, whereas larger
particle sizes (of PS-MPs) did not affect cell viability in the short term, which was consis-
tent with the studies of Zhang et al. [29]. There is a combined toxicity of nanoscale and
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micronscale plastic particles in the intestines [30]. Considering the accumulation of MPs in
the intestine, their toxicity will be amplified; a total of 48 days chronic exposure to MPs
triggered intestinal disorders [31]. As to the cell cycle, PS-MPs induced a G1 phase block,
verifying a former study that showed that high concentrations of nanomaterials can adhere
to the cell membrane to hinder the transport and adsorption of nutrients, which was related
to cell cycle arrest [32]. Furthermore, we speculated that impaired cell function might be
the main pathway of cell damage caused by PS-MPs, especially those of large particle sizes.
They induced ROS generation and mitochondrial permeability transition (MPT), which
correlates with the depolarization of the mitochondrial membrane potential and leads to an
apoptotic cascade [33]. Similarly, there have been distinct pieces of evidence that long-term
PS-MPs exposure may be a risk factor for kidney health and placental barriers [34,35].

In this study, PS-MPs were proven to have a high adsorbent of NP which may be due to
their large specific surface area and rich microporous structure. The data of NP desorption
from PS-MPs showed a linear increase in the aqueous environment, indicating that PS-MPs
with absorbed NP may possess chronic toxic effects with the reduced metabolism efficiency
of NP. Consistently, MPs acted as carriers and transport phthalate esters into organisms,
as well as inducing combined health risks [10]. Microporous adsorption and intra-particle
diffusion had a stronger influence on small-sized PS-MPs than on large particle sizes of PS-
MPs, suggesting that the smaller the particle size of the microplastics, the higher the risk of
synergistic toxicity [36]. Further studies were conducted with NP and smaller particle sizes
of PS-MPs (0.1 µm) to elucidate a general mechanism concerning reactive oxygen species,
mitochondrial membrane potential, apoptosis, and the cell cycle. Inversely, polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons could decrease the toxicity of the nanoplastics by enhancing their
stability, whereas metal oxide nanoparticles had the opposite effect [37]. Our results showed
that oxidative stress and mitochondrial dysfunction were the main pathways through
which PS-MPs destroy cell homeostasis. Similar results can be found in the study about
the toxic effects of PS-MPs with bisphenol A, which showed that the synergistic toxicity
of nano-scale polystyrene and bisphenol A was more obvious than that of polystyrene or
bisphenol A alone [38]. Additionally, M Vagner et al. demonstrated that nanoplastics had a
strong potential to cross the intestinal barrier [39]; thus, we speculate that the synergistic
cytotoxicity of PS-MPs and NP also damages other organs and even creating whole systemic
exposure risk, which requires further study. Furthermore, damage to the basic functions
of cells caused by PS-MPs combined with NP should not be underestimated, especially
considering that smaller particle-sized MPs can interact with the cellular components and
increase the accumulation of hazards or change the distribution of hazards.

5. Conclusions

The current work focused on the environmental behavior and in vitro toxicity of NP
on PS-MPs by using the results from desorption experiments in the intestinal or water
environment as a bridge. The adsorption process of PS-MPs and NP can be better described
by the pseudo-second-order kinetic model and Langmuir isotherm model, suggesting that
the adsorption process was presumably chemisorption and spontaneous. An analysis of
the NP adsorption of 0.1 µm PS-MPs using intra-particle diffusion and Bangham modeling
confirmed that pore adsorption was also a possible adsorption mechanism. The desorption
experiments showed that the biological environment significantly reduced the desorption
capacity of NP, while the desorption rate was non-linearly increased in an aqueous envi-
ronment. PS-MPs synergistic with NP can enhance the lethal toxicity of PS-MPs in Caco-2
cells. Both the PS-MPs and NP alone caused cellular oxidative stress, the depolarization of
mitochondrial membrane potential, and cell cycle arrest, indicating that PS-MPs and NP
may share the same mechanism, which can be seen as the main reason for the coordinated
cell dysfunction caused by the combined group. These data can be used to comprehen-
sively assess the environmental risks and human health threats from PS-MPs and NP. The
next step is to focus on the damage caused to the function of specific organelles, such as
mitochondria, lysosomes, and endoplasmic reticulum.
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Table A1. Adsorption kinetic and isotherm models used in this study.

Name Equations References

kinetics
Pseudo-first-order ln

(
qe − qt

)
= ln qe − k1t [40]

Pseudo-second-order t
qt

= 1
k2q2

e
+ 1

q t [41]

Intra-particle diffusion qt = kipt0.5 + c [42]
Bangham qt = qe

(
1− e−ktz

)
[43]

isotherm
Langmuir ce

qe
= 1

klqm
+ ce

qmax
[44]

Freundlich ln qe = ln kF +
1
nf

ln ce [45]

D-R

ln qe = ln qm −KDRε
2

ε = RT ln
(

1 + 1
Ce

)
E = 1√

2KDR

[46]

In adsorption kinetics, qe and qt denote the adsorption capacity of the PS-MPs at the condition of equilibrium
and at the time t (h); k1 (h−1) is the rate invariable of the pseudo-first-order adsorption kinetic models; k2
(g·mg−1·h−1) is the pseudo-second-order rate invariable; kip (mg·g−1·h−0.5) represents the rate invariable of
intra-particle diffusion; C is a constant related to thickness and boundary layer. K is the adsorption rate constant
of the Bangham model, and Z is the adsorption constant. qe (mg·g−1) is the equilibrium adsorption capacity
of NP per unit adsorbent; ce (mg·L−1) is the equilibrium concentration of NP insolution; kL (L·mg−1) is the
Langmuir adsorption constant; qmax (mg·g−1) represents the theoretical maximum adsorption capacity; nf is
the surface heterogeneity factor and kF (mg·g−1) is the Freundlich partition co-efficient; KDR is the constant
related to adsorption energy (mol2·KJ−2); ε is Polanyi potential energy (KJ·mol−1); R is the gas constant, T is
the absolute temperature (K), and E is the average free energy of adsorption (KJ·mol−1), |E| < 8 (KJ·mol−1) is
physical adsorption, |E| > 16 (KJ·mol−1) is chemisorption.
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